Stands Unique Carbon Support/AV
Instructions for assembly

STANDS UNI

UE

Designed for your lifestyle

Contents:
Carbon Fibre uprights in sets of four.
Carbon Support has 4 Tiers of glass as standard (16
legs), this can be added to or reduced to create a
custom height support system. Carbon AV has three
tiers (12 legs)
4 x M8 Nickel plated Steel spikes with locknut.
4 x Brass top cappings with black damping gasket
rings and black self adhesive cover caps 12mm
diameter (optional to use)
(these cover caps are removable in case an isolation
platform is used to allow the spike tip to drop into the
top of the support.)

Ensure Carbon end tubes are in place
at both ends of the leg - these
must interface with the glass

4 x 25mm M8 Stainless Steel allthread fixings with
allen key hole to one end.
These are used to affix the top piece of structural
glass. Use the allen key to aid the insertion into the
end of the leg being fixed.

Start with the base and work your way
up to fully assemble the support. All
uprights should be firmly hand tight to
give an effective connection between
glass and carbon fibre. Use the
stainless steel
Allthreads to connect each upgright

The Black gasket damping ring is placed
into the recess at the lower edge
of the top capping so it mates
with the glass

Ensure the M8 x 25mm Stainless Steel
allthread is flush with the recess in the
top brass capping to allow the black
cover cap to be affixed - it must be flush
with the top of the capping. Tip: It
isrecommended to tighten the top
cappings by holding the brass top
capping and turning the allthread using
the allen key together.

13mm High
Carbon Fibre Isolators

Highly Recommended
22mm High
Carbon Fibre Isolators
(for use on equipment with deeper feet)

Highly recommended
Stands Unique
Isolation Shelf
We highly recommend the use of Carbon Fibre Isolators to directly connect the chassis of the equipment
to the Carbon Support itself, this maximises the effect of the materials energy management properties.
If you have any difficulty contact the office on 01933 412227 normal office hours or you local supplier.
Our email address is info@standsunique.com
Stands Unique Limited 70 Higham Road Rushden NN10 6DD

